We all remember the mnemonic for remembering the colours of the rainbow, but the choice of colours in which Belmont chairs are available would be impossible to remember! Furthermore four new colours have been added to the palette -Sonora, Silver Pearl, Salmon and Mandarin. With the power to influence your mood and characterise your image, it is important to carefully consider colour in your practice. Personal preference is naturally a key factor in colour selection, and an important decision to make when investing in a surgery chair that will see you through years of practice.
From the most popular pastel Light Blue (Standard CG19) to the second bestseller, always stylish, Black (Ultraleather Raven Wing), Belmont offer a diverse colour range of seamless and luxury fabrics to ensure you get just the right shade to complement your practice's personality.
Comfort is just as important (if not more so than colour). Good looks can sometimes belie the comfort of a dental chair, which is why Belmont's upholstery is available to order in 'Ultrasoft' . This New Year is it time that your surgery underwent a bit of a revamp? If so, pop along to Belmont's Showroom to explore the functionality as well as the hues of the different models available. For more information call 020 7515 0333.
For many, surrendering to the dentist's chair triggers feelings of vulnerability and anxiety.
Ease your patients into serenity with a virtual pivot system that reacts to their anatomy and movement, an adjustable double articulating headrest, toeboard tilt design for lower leg support and luxurious upholstery available in a wide range of contemporary colours blending harmoniously with your existing décor.
Be kind to your patients and to yourself -the A-dec 400 chair is designed with ergonomics in mind. The slim, flexible backrest and low setting for the base-point allow for your knees to fit underneath so you can maintain an ideal posture with maximum access to the patient. The A-dec 400 chair effortlessly adjusts to your needs; with a delivery system, support centre and spittoon that can rotate around the chair, the A-dec 400 chair is truly ambidextrous.
For more information about A-dec Dental UK Ltd, visit www.a-dec.co.uk.
KINDNESS AND BEAUTY -A WINNING FORMULA
Wrights provides an extensive range of innovative dental equipment from dental units to autoclaves, cabinets and X-ray imaging.
Working with the leading names on hand for all servicing and repairs, everything to suit your requirements has been taken into account. For further information contact Wrights on 0800 66 88 99 or visit www.wright-cottrell.co.uk. in dentistry, including A-dec, Belmont, Dentalstyle, KaVo, NSK and W&H, Wrights is dedicated to offering unrivalled solutions for your practice.
Always available, Wrights' nationwide team of experienced equipment Sales Managers can advise on anything from installation to technological upgrades.
With local teams of fully qualified engineers also
GOING MOBILE
Planmeca has always been driving dental innovation and now, for the first time in the UK, they are driving innovation right to your practice car park. Their state-of-the-art mobile experience centre, PlanDemo, is now ready to visit your surgery to showcase the latest dental innovation that make up the award winning Planmeca portfolio.
From their high-tech Compact I Touch dental unit to a fully functioning ProMax 3D, ProX intraoral scanner and full chairside CAD/ CAM solution, you can be sure that you will have every opportunity to discover, learn and connect with the future of digital dentistry.
Call 0500 500 686, visit Plandemo.co.uk or tweet #plan-demo to join in the digital revolution and learn how Planmeca can help you.
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